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Guidelines for Contributors 
 

Thank you for your interest in contributing to UA’s newsletter ‘Into Prosperity’. 
 
The newsletter is a quarterly forum of written contributions from UA members in order to 
share the experience, strength and hope in recovery to the wider fellowship. 
 
The Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter issues will be uploaded to the 
www.underearnersanonymous.co.uk website. 
 
Content is overseen by the newsletter committee made up of UA members, working as 
trusted servants. They decide on the subjects to be covered in each issue: Steps, Traditions, 
Tools and Topics. 
 
Once the subjects are chosen, the committee will put out a general call for contributions.  
All UA members are welcome to share their recovery experience. If not enough shares are 
received, the committee will ask individual members to contribute. 
 
Members are asked to write their shares with a word count in mind. The average required 
word count is 600 words (400 minimum, 800 maximum), unless otherwise stated. You may 
choose to show your draft to your sponsor or a fellow in recovery who is familiar with the 
Traditions before sending your contribution in.  
 
Members are asked to email their shares to newsletter@underearnersanonymous.co.uk  
by the stated deadline. 
 
Any editing will respect the unique voice and message of the contributor. Some editing may 
be necessary, using these principles: for length; to avoid repetition; to correct spelling; and 
to remove/generically replace any names of outside entities/individuals.  
 
Members can choose how to sign their contributions: first name only; first name and 
surname initial; initial; initials; Anonymous (examples: John; John O; J; JO; Anonymous). 
 
Once contributions are selected, all editorial decisions are the responsibility of the 
committee. 
 

Prayer for a Trusted Servant 
 

“Higher Power, 
We ask for your guidance today, 

As we carry out this work in service to the Fellowship. 
Relieve us of the burdens of our egos and perfectionism. 

Remind us to place principles before personalities. 
Grant us the grace of humour and humility. 

Give us faith to trust in You and the group conscience. 
Grant us the serenity to accept the things we cannot change, 

Courage to change the things we can, 
And the wisdom to know the difference.” 
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